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90,000 sqft of Leisure and Retail
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Flexible retail, restaurant and leisure space which can be developed as the
market demands. Space for smaller traditional seaside activities like ice cream
kiosks, fish and chip cafe’s bucket and spade stalls and arts and crafts shops as
well as larger leisure activities.
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Cut Throat Dene Leisure Offer
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The leisure offer is extended to outdoor activities at Cut Throat Dene such
as adventure golf and adventure play areas. We anticipate the area to the
west of Lowry Road being brought forward by a private leisure operator.
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Reduced Housing Numbers

Lowry Road

At the previous exhibition we were considering a housing number of up
to 400 homes, including family housing and seafront apartments. Concerns
were raised about this and we have now reduced this to 279 houses, again, a
mix of family housing and seafront apartments. The latter will be larger than
average and will appeal to a wide market. There is also potential to include
sheltered housing for older people.We beleive this variety of new housing will
help create critical mass, allowing Seaburn’s new shops and leisure uses to
flourish and attract visitors.
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Reduced Seafront Height

8

At the previous exhibition the suggest ed maximum building height was 6
storeys. Concerns were expressed about this by the local community. As
such our current proposals show buildings on the seafront generally being
between 4 and 5 storeys, with parts of the frontage only at 2 storeys.
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Car Parking
We are providing visitor car parking at either end of the site. This will be pay
and display. In addition 10 “pick up/drop off” spaces will be provided on the
seafront. Residential parking ratios are as follows:
Apartments: 1 space per apartment
Family Housing: 2 spaces per house
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The visitor parking for the residential areas is calculated at an additional 0.3
spaces per dwelling.

1. Outdoor Leisure

3. Seafront Leisure and Retail

5. Large Leisure/ Mixed Use

7. Car Parks

9. Family Housing

To the east of the reconfigured Lowry Road, Cut
Throat Dene will become a vibrant and fun outdoor
leisure offer. The illustrative proposals show an
outdoor water play area and an adventure golf
course.

The seafront will be brought to life by a variety of
ground floor uses. These will comprise shops, cafe’s,
restaurants and seaside leisure. Pop up stalls will
add activity to the promenade. Ground floor units
will be designed to make full use of the frontage
with awnings, chairs and tables spilling out onto the
seafront.

To the north of the site, nearest Morrisons, we are
creating an opportunity for a large indoor leisure offer
to provide a strong draw for tourists throughout the
year. Securing an attractive occupier here will be key,
and we are currently exploring options with leisure
operators.

Visitor pay and display car parking is provided at
either end of the site. 186 spaces are provided in
total. 10 short term visitor spaces are also provided
on Whitburn Road. These spaces are for visitors to
the seafront and the seaside attractions. Car parking is
provided seperately for residential dwellings and their
visitors.

Towards the back of the site, towards the western
boundary with Seafields will be an area of family
housing. This will comprise a variety of 2,3 and 4
bedroom houses.

2. Informal Public Open Space

4. Seaburn High Street

8. Apartments

To the west of Lowry Road, Cut Throat Dene
becomes an informal open green space with childrens
play equipment, seating and ecological areas. The
boardwalk connects the two characters of Cut Throat
Dene providing a pleasant walking route.

Sheltered from the North East weather by attractive
awnings and planting, Seaburn High Street is the heart
of the scheme. Again in this area shops could be
interspersed with cafe’s and restaurants. Introducing
market stalls, particularly at the weekend, will add
vibrancy and diversify the shopping offer to visitors and
locals. This area could also be used for events, such as
music festivals, food markets and arts and crafts fairs.

6. Boutique Hotel/Serviced
Apartments
We are exploring the opportunity with hotel
operators to identify whether there is demand for a
further hotel offer. The outline planning application
will provide flexibiltiy to accomodate this on the
upper floors of the seafront buildings.
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Closer to the seafront apartments frame the
promenade and Seaburn High Street, providing a
strong building line and critical mass for the shops and
cafe’s.
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Seafront Leisure: large and small leisure uses create activity on the seafront along with shops, cafe’s and pop up stalls
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Lowry Road
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Outdoor Leisure: adventure play to the east of Lowry Road
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Whitburn Road

Seaburn High Street: planting, outdoor tables and pop up stalls enliven the street on sunny days
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Martino’s

Outdoor Leisure: more informal public open space and adventure play to the west of Lowry Road

Family Housing: looking north west down the green residential boulevard.
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